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Success Stories

INTEGRATED BUSINESS 
TECHNOLOGY
SIMPLIFIES ONLINE SECURITY 
MANAGEMENT WITH ISHERIFF

Wayne Long is the owner of Integrated Business Technology, 
a provider and integrator of IT solutions specially designed 
for small and medium sized businesses. Mr. Long is solely 
responsible for managing his clients’ technical deployments, 
which at any time can consist of up to 120 devices.

THE BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Mr. Long needed an Internet security solution that would 
keep his clients’ machines safe from cyber attacks and 
computer viruses, and be easy for him to manage. Mr. Long’s 
previous security software had not performed adequately 
and thus needed replacing; system updates were spotty, 
communication among devices was often interrupted, and 
reporting on system activity was non-existent. “I needed a 
security solution that would actually give me and my clients a 
sense of security,” Mr. Long said.

THE SOLUTION
Mr. Long chose the iSheriff Cloud Security cloud-based 
security system to safeguard his clients’ networks and 
workstations. iSheriff Cloud Security provides a safe and 
secure Internet connection and protection from threats and 
malware. It is cost-effective and dramatically simplifies the 
way Integrated Business Technology protects its clients. 
Additional benefits include a single management console 
with a single set of policies for all users, no up-front 
expenditures, comprehensive reporting features, and around-
the-clock expert support.

“I needed a centralized management tool that would give me 
the ability to easily reach out and touch multiple devices,” Mr. 
Long said. “iSheriff Cloud Security delivers a stress-free and 
efficient management console, and helps me provide top-of-
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“iSheriff Cloud Security 
delivers a stress-free and 
efficient management 
console, and helps me 
provide top-of-the-line 
email, Web, and endpoint 
security for my clients.”

Wayne Long
Owner
Integrated Business Technology

the-line email, Web, and endpoint security for my clients.”

RESULTS
The iSheriff cloud-based security solution that has replaced 
Mr. Long’s premise-based solution is delivering excellent 
results. Because iSheriff Cloud Security provides thorough 
reporting and statistical data, he is now able to determine the 
extent of the threats that are reaching each PC, in addition 
to identifying the Web sites that users are visiting. Mr. Long 
now has a better ability to block malware from infiltrating the 
system, since access to malicious sites is prohibited by the 
iSheriff solution.

Additional benefits iSheriff Cloud Security is providing include 
improved connectivity to end devices, better deployment of 
definition and application updates, and security of mobile 
devices. “Before iSheriff Cloud Security was implemented, 
a computer had to be connected to the network to be 
secure,” Mr. Long said. “Now, as long as there is an Internet 
connection at an off-premise location such as a home office 
or coffee shop, the device is still protected.”


